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We present a selective survey of experimental studies on industrial organization issues 

centered on recent work. More material can be found in the seminal survey of Holt (1995), the 

meta-study on collusion of Engel (2007), the book on experiments and competition policy 

edited by Hinloopen and Normann (2009) and the survey on oligopoly experiments in the new 

millennium by Potters and Suetens (2013).  

We believe that the results from laboratory experiments can help understand strategic 

behavior in general and in industrial organization settings in particular due to the twin virtues of 

experimentation: control and replicability.1  

Control has several dimensions. First, the experimenters can create the situation in the 

lab based on a particular game-theoretic model and, hence, know the relevant equilibrium (or 

equilibria) exactly.  This includes aspects like information conditions (which players have 

which pieces of information) and exogenous stochastic processes, which in natural data are 

difficult to ascertain. Since modern industrial organization is inextricably linked to game-

theoretic modeling, the fact that in the lab one can reproduce the conditions that define 

theoretical models makes lab experiments an important source of empirical knowledge in the 

area. 

                                                           
1 For a more detailed discussion of the usefulness of laboratory experiments in the social sciences see 
Falk and Heckman (2009) and for a comprehensive treatment of the methodology of experimental 
economics see Guala (2005). 
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A second dimension of control involves the fact that the experimenters can make ceteris 

paribus changes in relevant variables. They can create counter-factuals. These changes are truly 

exogenous, since they are directly imposed by the experimenters. This facilitates causal 

inference and in many cases greatly simplifies the statistical analysis. Third, participants in 

experiments are randomly assigned to different treatment conditions, ruling out selection bias. 

With respect to replicability we highlight two main dimensions. First, it is typically 

possible to generate sufficient data as to be able to perform the appropriate statistical tests. 

Second, skeptics of particular experimental results can run their own experiments, when there 

are doubts about the exact conduct of the experiments or the truthfulness in reporting the results. 

Indeed, most debates in experimental economics are not settled by re-examination of existing 

data, but by conducting replication studies.  

The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 presents, starting with the classical models 

of Cournot, Bertrand and Stackelberg, results from experiments based on static models 

involving the choice of quantities and prices. Section 2 deals with tacit collusion. Section 3 

covers (horizontal) product differentiation and section 4 discusses experience and credence 

goods. Section 5 presents studies about entry deterrence and R&D competition. Section 6 

concludes.2 

 

1. Oligopoly models: quantities and prices  

There is a strand of experiments based on static oligopoly models involving quantities 

and prices as decision variables. Central in this work are the experiments pertaining to the 

classic Cournot and Bertrand models of competition, as well as to the well-known Stackelberg 

model involving firms making decisions sequentially. However, there are also experiments in 

                                                           
2 Space limitations force us to skip some areas of interest. These include experiments on consumer search 
(e.g., Davis and Holt, 1996; Cason and Friedman, 2003), price dispersion and advertising (Morgan et al., 
2006a, 2006b), and experiments on antitrust (mergers, predation, foreclosure, exclusive dealings). For 
excellent reviews on the latter literature see Goette and Schmutzler (2009), and Mueller and Normann 
(2014).  
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which quantities and/or prices are chosen in different ways than in the classic models.3 We first 

discuss the results pertaining to pure quantity and price competition. We then turn to the 

experimental evidence related to the Kreps-Scheinkman model where first quantities and then 

prices are chosen and subsequently to the setting where quantities are chosen simultaneously 

with prices, implying that production takes place before sales are determined. At the end of this 

section we discuss the evidence on supply function competition, where different units of output 

are offered at potentially different prices and a uniform market price is determined in a call 

auction. 

We start with an important procedural issue. Typically the equilibrium models on which 

the experiments are based are static, i.e. they pertain to the one-shot play of the underlying 

game. However, in most experiments participants make choices over multiple rounds. This 

leads to an important distinction in experimental design. Some experiments involve repeated 

play with opponents that change from round to round whereas in other experiments opponents 

are fixed over time. Having participants play a game repeatedly but with changing opponents is 

the procedure most commonly used by experimentalists to allow participants to familiarize 

themselves with the game and, at the same time, to remain close to the static nature of the 

equilibrium models behind the experiments.4 Studying repeated play with fixed partners is also 

of interest since in naturally occurring oligopoly markets it is typically a constant group of firms 

that interacts over time. Researchers with a more applied inclination may be more interested in 

the results of interactions in fixed groups. In the case of repeated interaction an additional issue 

is whether there is a finite and known number of repetitions or the interaction takes place 

indefinitely. Indefinitely repeated interaction corresponds more closely to the way in which 

                                                           
3 Reinhard Selten’s work marks the beginning of the experimental analysis of oligopoly. Indeed, his 
research includes both one of the first experiments on quantity competition and the first one on price 
competition. Sauermann and Selten (1959) and Hoggatt (1959) are the first experimental papers on 
quantity competition and Selten (1967) is the first paper on price competition. For a discussion of the 
early work on quantity and prices competition see Bosch-Domènech and Vriend (2008) and Abbink and 
Brandts (2010). 
4 Playing repeatedly with changing partners is not the same as a one-shot interaction, since subjects learn 
and adapt over time, but it is seen as the most practical approximation to it. 
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economic theory envisions repeated interaction. However, many experiments use finitely 

repeated interaction, according to an early less theory-inspired experimental tradition. 

The extent to which play with changing opponents (a procedure often referred to as 

strangers) differs from that with fixed opponents (referred to as partners) is an issue over-

arching the different models of interaction. The well-known folk theorem (Aumann and 

Shapley, 1994) shows that in repeated games with uncertain duration collusion (at different 

levels) is an equilibrium. For finitely repeated games there can be collusive equilibria under 

certain conditions about the stage-game. From a theoretical point of view one-shot and repeated 

interaction are very different, but it is an empirical question to what extent behavior will indeed 

be different in the two settings. In his meta-analysis of oligopoly experiments Engel (2007) 

directly compares the degree of collusion observed under strangers and under partners. The 

surprising result is that on average, strangers led to higher collusion than partners as measured 

by three distinct collusion indices. If one restricts the analysis to those papers which specifically 

compare strangers and partners, then there is no significant difference between strangers and 

partners. An interpretation of this absence of differences is that tacit collusion in repeated 

interaction is simply not easy to accomplish without a way of coordinating actions and that at 

the same time in one-shot interaction participants do somehow learn over time to strive for 

higher than equilibrium prices. Naturally this result of the meta-study does not mean that the 

distinction between one-shot and repeated interaction is unimportant, but it cautions against 

jumping to conclusions. Some of the experiments discussed in this section use a strangers 

protocol, whereas others use partners and again some others use both. 

 

1.1. Quantity competition and price competition 

Holt (1985) contains some results from quantity competition duopolies with changing 

partners that show that average behavior is close to the Cournot equilibrium of the game. The 

situation is presented to participants as a simple matrix game. Dufwenberg and Gneezy (2000) 
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study price competition with a homogeneous product and constant marginal cost with changing 

partners. They find that “the Bertrand solution does not predict well when the number of 

competitors is two, but (after some opportunities for learning) predicts well when the number of 

competitors is three or four.” In summary, the equilibria of the basic static quantity and price 

competition games predict experimental behavior rather well, with the exception of the case of 

price competition with two competitors. This exception can be explained in terms of subjects’ 

resistance to ending up in a situation with zero profits; this resistance is somewhat successful 

with two competitors but fails with more than two. 

For price competition the existence of firm capacity constraints changes the equilibrium 

of the game very substantially. Kruse et al. (1994) study price competition in four-player 

markets with exogenously given capacities and proportional demand rationing. For this case, 

there is no equilibrium in pure strategies. They find that prices are lower with higher capacities, 

but are higher than at the corresponding static Nash equilibrium. Their data also suggest that 

experimental participants adjust prices following a myopic best response, as suggested by 

Edgeworth. Other papers also find evidence of price cycles (Durham et al., 2004; Bruttel, 

2009a, Peeters and Strobel, 2009, Leufkens and Peeters, 2010, Davis, 2011).  

Davis and Holt (1994) study how prices depend on the distribution of capacity among 

five sellers. In the baseline treatment total capacity is distributed such that the Nash equilibrium 

price is the Walrasian price. In a market power treatment total capacity is reallocated among the 

sellers in such a way that the mixed-strategy Nash equilibrium distribution has a mean above the 

Walrasian level. This theoretical market power is found to significantly raise prices in the 

experiments. Fonseca and Normann (2013) vary capacity levels and the number of market 

competitors. They find, consistent with Kruse et al. (1994), that higher capacities lead to lower 
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prices and that price movements over time are more in line with the notion of Edgeworth cycles 

than with the static Nash equilibrium.5   

 

1.2. Sequential choices of quantities and prices 

A number of studies focus on duopolies in which decisions are made sequentially rather 

than simultaneously. Three important variations of sequential decision-making that have been 

studied experimentally are: (1) whether the order of decisions is exogenously fixed or emerges 

endogenously, (2) whether the decision of the first-mover is perfectly observable or not, and (3) 

whether the decision variable is quantity (with a homogeneous product) or price (with 

differentiated products.  

Huck et al. (2001) and Kübler and Müller (2002) study the case with exogenous timing 

and perfect observability for quantity and price competition respectively. Huck et al. (2001) find 

some support for the notion of first-mover advantage in that leaders produce more than 

followers, but leaders tend to produce less than predicted and followers more than predicted in 

the subgame-perfect equilibrium. They also find that total production is higher under 

simultaneous than under sequential decision-making. Kübler and Müller (2002) find that, 

consistent with the subgame-perfect equilibrium, average prices set by leaders are higher than 

those set by followers and average profits of followers are higher than those of followers. 

Huck and Müller (2000) and Morgan and Várdy (2004) study sequential quantity 

competition under exogenous timing and perfect observability. The work by Huck and Müller 

(2000) is directly motivated by the model of Bagwell (1995) where the pure-strategy 

equilibrium with first mover advantage, i.e., the strategic benefit of committing oneself to a 

quantity level before the second mover, disappears completely if the action is only imperfectly 

observed by the second mover, with the slightest imperfection being enough to destroy the first-

                                                           
5 Abbink and Brandts (2008) and Argenton and Müller (2012) study the particular case of price 
competition with increasing marginal costs and no capacity constraints, where firms have to satisfy the 
whole demand at any price.  
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mover advantage. They test the Bagwell conjecture using three different levels of the quality of 

the signal which informs the second mover and find little support for it; first movers in 

experimental games do not lose their commitment power in the presence of noise. When the 

quality of signals is nearly perfect (99%) play almost completely converges to the Stackelberg 

outcome, whereas with lower signal quality the first-mover advantage remains but behavior is 

less well explained by the Stackelberg outcome.6 They also report that their data does not allow 

them to evaluate the noisy Stackelberg hypothesis of van Damme and Hurkens (1997).  

In the model by Vardy (2004), where the follower chooses whether to pay some cost to 

perfectly observe the leader’s action, the value of commitment is completely shows in the 

unique pure-strategy subgame perfect equilibrium of this game; however, there exists a mixed-

strategy subgame perfect equilibrium where the value of commitment is fully preserved. 

Morgan and Vardy (2004) find that in their experiments the value of commitment is largely 

preserved when the observation cost is small, while it is lost when the cost is large.  

If the timing of moves is endogenous both simultaneous move Cournot or Stackelberg 

outcomes may arise in equilibrium (Saloner, 1987; Hamilton and Slutsky, 1990; Ellingsen, 

1995). For quantity competition the experimental results show that when both simultaneous 

move or Stackelberg outcomes can arise in equilibrium, Stackelberg leadership does not emerge 

easily (Huck et al., 2002; Fonseca et al., 2005; Müller, 2006).7 For the case of price competition, 

Datto Mago and Dechenaux (2009) find that quite a substantial degree of firm size asymmetry is 

needed for price leadership to emerge in posted-offer markets.  

There are a number of studies pertaining to environments in which firms set both 

quantities and prices. A number of experiments have been inspired by the model of Kreps and 

Scheinkman (1983) in which firms first set production capacity and then, after observing 

capacities, set prices. For this model the equilibrium price is the same as in the Cournot 

                                                           
6 Georganas and Nagel (2011) study another environment  where theory proposes that a small change 
leads to an ‘explosive’ change, but the experimental data do not support this. 
7 For an explanation of this result in terms of relative payoffs see Huck et al. (2001) and Santos-Pinto 
(2008). 
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equilibrium of quantity competition. Typically, in these experiments the stage game is repeated 

with the same group of sellers. A robust finding is that experience and learning are important 

determinants of outcomes. Sellers who have experience with repeatedly playing the stage game 

with the same partners choose capacities closer to the Cournot equilibrium quantity as compared 

to inexperienced sellers. Capacities chosen by inexperienced sellers are typically above the 

Cournot quantity, so more competitive (Davis, 1999; Muren, 2000; Anderhub et al., 2003; 

Goodwin and Mestelman, 2010: Le Coq and Sturluson, 2012; Hampton and Sherstyuk, 2012). 

Also, inexperienced sellers learn to set prices closer to the market clearing price level if they get 

the chance to learn the consequences of their prices, that is, if capacity choices are fixed for a 

number of rounds (Anderhub et al., 2003).8  

 

1.3. Advance production 

There also some experimental studies in which firms set prices and at the same time 

pre-produce quantities incurring in production costs before they know how much they will sell. 

This is surely a relevant case, since many goods are produced before they are offered for sale at 

retail shops. Mestelman et al. (1987) and Mestelman and Welland (1991) study advance 

production in  a setting with discrete-unit step-functions, where in the tradition of early market 

experiments cost and demand conditions are not provided  as full information. The results of 

these two studies show that in comparison with posted-offer markets, advance production leads 

to lower efficiency levels and lower prices.  

Brandts and Guillen (2007) study 50-round duopoly and triopoly market experiments in 

which firms decide repeatedly both on price and a pre-produced quantity of a completely 

perishable good. Each firm has capacity to serve the whole market. The stage game does not 

have an equilibrium in pure strategies. Most markets evolve either to monopolies as a 

consequence of bankruptcies or to collusion at the monopolistic price. Evolution is faster in 

markets with two than in those with three firms. Therefore, over time average price is lower 

                                                           
8 Muren (2000) studies triopoly and the others duopoly markets. 
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with three than with two. Over time consumer surplus is higher with three firms. However, due 

to overproduction efficiency is lower in markets with three firms. 

 Davis (2013) studies the effects of advance production in a simple environment in 

which the mixed strategy-equilibria of the one-shot game of different treatment can be 

identified. In the equilibrium of the static game the presence of advance production raises prices 

and reduces consumer surplus but has no effect on prices. The experiment is implemented as an 

indefinitely repeated game with a number of certain rounds and a stopping rule used to 

terminate the sessions and applied to all rounds beyond the certain ones. On the basis of the 

minimum discount factor necessary to support an equilibrium at the highest possible price Davis 

(2013) predicts higher collusion without advance production. The experimental results show 

that in the absence of advance production prices and earnings are significantly above and 

consumer surplus significantly below the Nash equilibrium production. In the presence of 

advance production data are close to the Nash equilibrium of the static game. Indeed, 

transaction prices are lower with than without advance production whereas Nash equilibrium 

predicts the inverse order of prices.9  

 

1.4. Supply function competition 

Brandts et al. (2008) conducted the first lab experiment on supply function competition 

as introduced by Klemperer and Meyer (1989). They study the case of fixed groups and focus 

on two issues: the effect of the number of competitors and the impact of forward markets on 

prices. They find that triopolies yield lower prices than duopolies (notwithstanding the existence 

of multiple equilibria in both cases) and that the existence of forward markets also leads to 

lower prices as shown theoretically by Allaz and Vila (1993) for the case of quantity 

competition (see also Le Coq and Orzen, 2016). Their results also show that, both for duopolies 

                                                           
9 Davis (2013) also studies the effects on one-period inventory carryover in an advance production 
setting. He finds that for this case the Nash equilibrium prescription is that prices will be lower than in the 
absence of advance production. However, the experimental results show that prices are significantly 
below those of posted prices with and without advance production. For other experiments on the effects 
of being able to carry over inventories see Mestelman and Welland (1988, 1991) and Reynolds (2000).  
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and triopolies, prices are lower with supply functions than with quantity competition, but are 

above marginal cost, consistent with the notion that supply function competition yields prices 

between those of price and quantity competition. 

Bolle et al. (2013) study supply function competition with a design, based on Holmberg 

(2007, 2008) with inelastic demand, a price cap and capacity constraints for which the stage 

game equilibrium is unique. The results show that overall the shape of the supply functions 

(increasing and mostly convex) is qualitatively in line with the equilibrium. They also find that 

in a market with symmetric firms there is some tacit collusion and that in a market with 

asymmetric firms, the larger firms bid more competitively than predicted, while the smaller 

firms provide less than equilibrium quantities.  

  Brandts et al. (2015) study supply function competition in an environment with pivotal 

suppliers i.e. suppliers without which the total capacity of the market is not enough to satisfy the 

fixed demand. The results show that the more fundamental intuitions about the impact of pivotal 

power are supported by the data. Prices are higher when (some) firms are pivotal. The existence 

of aggregate excess capacity is not enough to guarantee competitive prices, in accordance both 

with the predictions of the SFE model based on divisible output and MUA model based on 

discrete output units. Moreover, pivotal suppliers have a stronger impact on prices in a situation 

where productive capacity is symmetrically distributed than when the distribution is symmetric. 

In other words having a number of suppliers with the same production capacity equal all being 

pivotal has a stronger upward effect on prices than some larger suppliers being pivotal, while 

smaller ones are not. 

  Overall, the results of the papers presented in section 1 show that the equilibria of the 

relevant games are useful to organize the data from the experiments. However, there are also 

some important deviations that need to be better understood like the deviations from equilibrium 

under Bertrand-Edgeworth completion. 
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2. Tacit collusion and facilitating factors10 

Tacit collusion occurs when firms coordinate strategies in order to raise prices and 

profits without explicitly agreeing to do so. It is difficult to identify such conduct with field data 

because it is usually unknown what 'non-collusive' prices and profits are. An advantage of the 

lab is that it is typically known what the static non-cooperative equilibrium is and behavior is 

termed collusive if aggregate outcomes are less competitive than in the static equilibrium (Holt, 

1995). We now discuss some experiments that study conditions that favor collusion.11 

 

2.1. Supply and demand conditions 

The prevalence of tacit collusion is strongly affected by the number of competitors. 

Overall, implicit coordination on a joint-profit maximizing price (or close to it) is frequently 

observed in markets with two sellers, rarely in markets with three sellers, and almost never in 

markets with four or more sellers.12 This effect has been observed for quantity competition 

(Huck et al., 2004b), posted-offer markets (Davis, 2009a; Ewing and Kruse, 2010; Fonseca and 

Normann, 2013), under Bertrand competition (Abbink and Brandts, 2005, 2008; Orzen, 2008), 

under advance production (Brandts and Guillen, 2007) and under supply function competition 

(Brandts et al., 2008).13 

Another supply factor that has been shown to impact collusion is whether firms are 

symmetric or not. The evidence is mixed in this case. Cost asymmetries may hinder collusion 

(Mason et al.,1992; Mason and Phillips, 1997) in Cournot duopolies, consistent with the 

                                                           
10 This section draws heavily from Potters and Suetens (2013). 
11

 For a specific survey on collusion experiments see Haan et al. (2009). 
12

 Results from merger experiments are less straightforward, perhaps because mergers induce 
asymmetries (Huck et al., 2001, Davis, 2002; Davis and Wilson, 2005; Huck et al., 2007; Fonseca and 
Normann, 2008, Huck, 2009). See Lindqvist and Stennek (2005) for a study on endogenous merger 
formation, and Goette and Schmutzler, (2009) for an excellent survey of the experimental literature on 
mergers.  
13

 It is interesting that in some studies prices increase as the number of firms increases Morgan et al., 
(2006a), but only so under random matching and if the underlying NE predicts this to occur. See also 
Orzen (2008).  
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standard view in anti-trust guidelines. Argenton and Müller (2012) extend the analysis to 

asymmetric Bertrand duopolies with convex costs, which have mixed strategy equilibria. They 

find, remarkably, that cost asymmetries facilitate collusion. The authors speculate that under 

asymmetry the low cost firm acts as a price leader who is followed by the high cost firm, 

making it easier to coordinate on a common price than under symmetry. Brandts et al. (2014) 

find that having symmetric firms all being pivotal leads to higher prices than having, in a setting 

with asymmetric firms, those of high capacity being pivotal.  

Anderson et al. (2010) compare price setting duopolies with substitute products (so that 

prices are strategic complements) to price setting duopolies with complementary products 

(where prices are strategic substitutes). They find that, in the aggregate, the former markets are 

more collusive than the latter. This is remarkable, since it goes against the suggestion that 

games with strategic complements are not as competitive as games with strategic substitutes 

(Potters and Suetens, 2009). It is not entirely clear what drives this difference. Possibly, it is 

related to (the absolute value of) the slope of the best-response function, which affects the force 

of BR dynamics in pulling the outcome toward NE.14 A somewhat related issue is studied by 

Bruttel (2009b) when she compares price setting duopolies with and without product 

differentiation. Her aim is to examine whether the analysis of the critical discount factor for the 

sustainability of cooperation in infinitely repeated games (Friedman, 1971) is relevant for tacit 

collusion in finitely repeated games as well. This seems to be the case indeed, as she finds less 

collusion with differentiated products than with homogeneous products. 

Abbink and Brandts (2009) study collusion in Bertrand duopolies under dynamic 

demand conditions. In one treatment demand grows over time; in the mirror treatment demand 

declines over time. The results show that collusion is more frequent when demand grows than 

when it shrinks. The author's conjecture is that the prospect of declining profits exerts a 

disciplining effect and discourages defection. Another demand factor that seems important in 

Bertrand markets is how demand is determined in case both firms offer the same price. Puzzello 

                                                           
14

 For some evidence pointing in this direction see Cox and Walker (1998) and Chen and Gazzale (2004). 
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(2008) shows that collusion is easier if demand is shared equally than in case total demand is 

randomly allocated to either one of the two firms in case of a tie. The effect is particularly 

strong when the price space is rather coarse.  

 

2.2. Facilitating institutions 

An institution that seems of central importance for the scope for collusion is the 

possibility to monitor competitors' conduct, especially when price is a noisy signal of that 

conduct due to unobservable demand shocks.  In line with the theoretical literature, which dates 

back to Stigler (1964), Feinberg and Snyder (2002) show that it is more difficult to collude 

when there is uncertainty about rivals’ actions (see also Aoyagi and Frechette, 2009). For 

Cournot triopolies, Offerman et al. (2002) find that collusion is more frequent when firms 

receive information about each competitor's quantity rather than about aggregate quantity. In 

case a market is not hospitable to collusion in the first place, matters are more subtle. 

Another facilitating institution that has drawn considerable interest is price matching 

guarantees (PMGs).  The predominant view in IO is that price matching guarantees (PMGs) are 

anti-competitive since they reduce the incentives of firms to undercut their rivals. There are 

other perspectives though, such as the role of PMGs as credible price signals or as price 

discrimination devices. Field studies on the matter are rather scarce and inconclusive in all. 

Such a state of affairs calls for experiments and several researchers have picked up on that call 

lately. The way PMGs are typically implemented in the lab is that a firm issues a price offer but 

that its effective price is equal to the lowest price offer in the market.  

The experimental evidence suggests that such PMGs lead to higher prices, above the 

non-cooperative level. Fatas and Manez (2007), for example, find that in a duopoly with 

differentiated goods prices are close to the collusive level if both firms implement a PMG, 

whereas prices are close to the non-cooperative level if neither firm implements a PMG. The 

potential loss of being undercut by rival's price offer is entirely eliminated with a PMG in this 
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setting. This anti-competitive effect holds both with homogeneous and with differentiated goods 

(Mago and Pate, 2009). Morever, it does not seem to matter much whether the PMG is imposed 

exogenously or whether it is chosen by the firms themselves. In simple settings most subjects 

seem to realise very quickly that opting for a PMG is a profitable thing to do (Fatas and Mañez, 

2007), although in more complex settings this seems less obvious (Deck and Wilson, 2003).  

It appears that the collusion facilitating effect of PGMs is robust to products being 

homogeneous rather than heterogeneous (Dugar, 2007; Mago and Pate2009), to the market 

having two, three or four firms (Deck and Wilson, 2003; Dugar, 2007), to firms having 

asymmetric costs (Mago and Pate, 2009), and a design with strangers or partners matching 

(Dugar, 2007). There are other factors though which can substantially reduce the collusive 

effect of PMGs. One is the presence of hassle costs, due to which it is costly for buyers to 

effectuate a PMG (Dugar and Sorensen, 2006). Another is the use of a more aggressive price 

beating guarantee which ensures that a lower price of a competitor is not matched but undercut 

(Fatas et al., 2005; Fatas et al., 2013). Using a relatively elaborate design with both human 

sellers and buyers Yuan and Krishna (2011) show that when buyers need to search for price 

information and informed buyers have more elastic demand than uninformed buyers, PMGs 

may even be pro-competitive as they increase buyers' incentives to search. So, experiments have 

generated many useful insights, but the jury is still out on whether PMGs are predominantly 

collusive.   

Finally, one recent paper studies capacity coordination, In case of an unexpected 

negative demand shock an argument in favor of capacity coordination is that it will prevent the 

duplication of fixed but avoidable costs. The risk, however, is that it will facilitate tacit price 

collusion. Hampton and Sherstyuk (2012) implement a repeated Kreps-Scheinkman two-stage 

capacity and price-setting game in which halfway there is a demand shock and they compare 

treatments with and without explicit capacity coordination. They find, first, that explicit 

capacity coordination is not necessary for a quick adjustment of capacities after the shock, and, 
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second, that explicit capacity coordination has a pronounced effect on collusion. The net effect 

of capacity coordination on welfare is clearly negative. 

 

3. Product differentiation 

In this section we review experiments that study horizontal (spatial) product 

differentiation and we focus on settings in which differentiation is endogenous. Brown-Kruse et 

al (1993) is the first experimental study on location choice in a classic Hotelling framework. 

They implemented markets with two sellers who had to choose a location along a road 

represented by the interval [0, 100]. The unit price was fixed and the same for the two sellers. 

Consumers were located uniformly along the road. Demand by a consumer was equal to 10 - p - 

0.1d, where p is the unit price (set at p=0.53) and d is the distance of the consumer to the seller 

chosen. Marginal costs were equal to 0.5; fixed costs were equal to 10. The profit of seller i was 

equal to 0.03Qi - 10, where Qi is the sum of demands for consumers who buy from seller i. 

Buyers were simulated and always chose the closest seller. In case of a tie demand was split.  

At the beginning of an experimental session, subjects were matched in pairs who 

remained together throughout the experiment. In each period, subjects had to simultaneously 

choose their location. After that they were informed about the quantity they sold, their market 

share, and the profit for the period. The length of the game lasted was determined randomly. At 

the end of each period, there was a chance of 7/8 that the game would continue and a chance of 

1/8 that the game would end. Theoretically, this procedure is equivalent to having an infinitely 

repeated game with a discount factor of 7/8.  

With this parameterization, the unique symmetric Nash equilibrium of the stage game is 

for both sellers to locate in the middle. This equilibrium is Pareto-dominated by the collusive 

outcome in which the sellers locate at the quartiles (25 and 75). Both outcomes (50, 50) and 

(25,75) can be sustained as equilibria of the indefinitely repeated game. It is not straightforward 

to predict which of these outcome will have the strongest drawing power. This is what makes 
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the experimental design particularly interesting. Another attractive feature of the set-up is that 

there were two treatments: one in which no communication was allowed between sellers, and 

one treatment in sellers in the same market were allowed to engage in anonymous non-binding 

free-form communication.  

The experiment used 48 student subjects drawn from undergraduate microeconomic 

classes. The duration of the markets varied from four to fifteen periods. The results indicate that 

market outcomes strongly depend on the possibility to communicate. In the treatment without 

communication, sellers predominantly located near the center. The majority of location choices 

were within the range 48-52, with the modal choice being at 50. Even though there were a few 

unilateral attempts to move away from the center, these attempts were never successful. The 

results are dramatically different when sellers were allowed to communicate. Now, the 

predominant outcome was for one seller to locate at 25 and the other at 75. These results 

indicate, once more, the strong effect of communication on repeated market interaction. Without 

communication sellers clustered near the center and observed the principle of minimum 

differentiation. With communication, even though anonymous and non-binding, sellers 

managed to coordinate on the payoff dominant quartile equilibrium.  

Later studies extend the experiment by Brown-Kruse et al (1993) in several directions. 

Brown-Kruse and Schenk (2000) vary the location game along two dimensions. One made the 

game simpler by allowing each seller to choose from only two locations along the road, rather 

than any location. The hypothesis that a simpler game would lead to more cooperation in the 

absence of communication, was supported by the results. The other variation was that, apart 

from a uniform distribution, a unimodal distribution with consumers concentrated near the 

center was also implemented, as well as a bimodal distribution with consumers concentrated 

near the endpoints of the product space. The hypothesis was that as more (less) consumers are 

concentrated near the center, coordination on the Pareto dominant quartile equilibrium should 

be more difficult (easier). The experimental results lend little support to this hypothesis. 

Without communication, sellers had difficulty to coordinate on the joint-profit maximum, 
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irrespective of the distribution of consumers. With communication, sellers managed to 

coordinate well even in case when the consumers were concentrated in the center. The increased 

incentives to defect were not able to upset cooperation. 

Collins and Sherstyuk (2000) examine a three-seller version of the Hoteling model, in 

which the unique symmetric equilibrium (under risk neutrality) is for each seller to randomly 

choose a location in the interval [25,75]. In the experiment, markets operate for a fixed number 

of periods and without communication. The experimental results confirm that locations near the 

edges are rare. Location choices were not uniform but bimodal with peaks in between the center 

and the quartiles. Huck et al. (2002) implement a 4-player location game, in which the pure 

strategy Nash equilibria consist of two sellers locating at 25 and two at 75. The results display 

three clusters of location choices. Besides the two equilibrium locations, the center was 

frequently chosen and this frequency increased over time. The authors attribute this to best reply 

dynamics which drag the players toward the center. 

Barreda-Tarrazona et al (2011) complement location choice with an endogenous price 

setting. In addition to a demand effect, location choice now involves a strategic price effect. In 

the experiment two sellers first simultaneously choose their locations and then choose prices. 

The results display a strong tendency to locate in the center. In a majority of cases there was 

little or no differentiation. Average prices display a positive relationship with differentiation, 

although the relationship was a bit weaker than predicted by non-cooperative equilibrium. 

Finally, the incidence of collusion, in either locations or prices, was rather low. 

Product differentiation may ease competition whether it is 'real' or 'spurious'. Firms may 

thus have incentives to make products look more different than they really are and to make it 

harder for consumers to compare products in order to reduce the price elasticity of demand. 

Obviously, this only works if consumers are boundedly rational and if firms anticipate that they 

are. Kalayci and Potters (2011) present a model and conduct an experiment in which sellers can 

raise the number of attributes of their products. Adding attributes does not change the value of 
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products for buyers, it only makes it more difficult for buyers to assess and compare the value 

of different products. The experimental results show that when the number of attributes is 

higher buyers make more suboptimal choices and sellers charge higher prices. The intuition that 

it may be profitable to obfuscate consumers appears to very compelling even to inexperienced 

subjects in the role of sellers.  

Kalayci (2015a) investigates whether the incentive to obfuscate extends to prices. In the 

experiment, sellers choose both the price level and the complexity of the (multi-part) price 

structure. The evidence is somewhat mixed. Complex prices on average are high prices, as 

predicted by the model, but this holds only if the buyer strategies are simulated and not if the 

buyers are human subjects. Kalacyi (2015b) and Normann and Wenzel (2015) vary the number 

of competitors. Kalayci (2015b) finds that obfuscation is unrelated to numbers, while Normann 

and Wenzel find that add-ons are shrouded more in a duopoly than in a quadropoly. Gu and 

Wenzel (2015) implement a duopoly model in which firms have asymmetric incentives to 

obfuscate consumers. In line with the model's predictions the experimental results illustrate that 

creating a level playing field may not always be beneficial as it may increase the incentives of 

firms to obfuscate. 

 

4. Experience and credence goods 

Asymmetric information and moral hazard may be serious impediments for market 

efficiency. If consumer cannot ascertain the quality of a good or service before purchase, sellers 

may have little incentive to provide high quality. That this moral hazard problem is 'real' has 

already been demonstrated in experiments conducted in the 1980s (DeJong et al., 1985; Holt 

and Sherman, 1990; Lynch et al., 1986). For example, Lynch et al (1986) implemented markets 

for experience goods in which each seller had to choose whether to produce low quality or high 

quality product. The exchange of high quality would be efficient. Sellers could announce the 

quality they offered but buyers could not ascertain quality before purchase.  The experiments 
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predominantly led to outcomes in which mainly low quality was produced. High quality 

products could not command a high enough price premium to make up for the higher production 

costs. 

A range of remedies has been suggested for this problem, and several of these have been 

put to experimental tests.  An effective one is a disclosure rule which prevents sellers from 

overstating the quality of their product (e.g., Forsythe et al., 1999; Lynch et al., 1986). The 

effectiveness of this remedy is perhaps not so surprising from a theoretical perspective. Also 

one may wonder how realistic the implementation of these perfect remedies is. More interesting 

and challenging are the effectiveness of remedies such as signaling, reputation formation, and 

competition.15 

Whether costly signaling can prevent lemons outcomes is investigated by Miller and 

Plott (1985). Sellers were exogenously endowed with low or high quality products. Quality was 

unobservable to buyers, but sellers could send observable signals (think of warranties) that were 

more costly for low quality than for high quality sellers.  Exchange took place in a double 

auction market in which sellers and buyers could submit price offers and asks for products with 

specific signal levels. This set-up allows for both separating and pooling equilibria. The 

experimental results indicate that some markets exhibit (partial) pooling. Quality separating 

occurs in all markets in which the marginal costs of signaling high quality is relatively low. A 

typical time pattern is for signaling to start at inefficiently high levels - to establish clear 

separation - and then to come down to an efficient level that just deters low qualities from 

sending the same signal.  

Davis and Holt (1994) examine the force of repeated interaction in a three-player game 

that resembles a market for an experience good. In the game a buyer chooses between one of 

two sellers, and the selected seller chooses whether to provide low quality or high quality. Upon 

experiencing this quality level, the buyer then chooses between one of the two sellers in the next 

                                                           
15

 Another remedy with non-trivial effects is (partial) transparency, which reduces or eliminates the 

informational asymmetry between buyers and sellers (Henze et al., 2015). 
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period. This game has multiple equilibria, including an equilibrium in which both sellers always 

choose high quality except for the terminal period. A buyer strategy that induces such an 

outcome is to stay with the same seller if and only if the experienced quality is high. The results 

indicate that high quality was delivered at a rate of 0.63 in case the game was repeated for ten 

periods, but only at a rate of 0.25 in case the game was played once or repeated only twice.  

Huck et al (2012) implement a trust game that can be interpreted as a market for 

experience goods with fixed prices and endogenous quality. A market consists of four buyers 

and four sellers. A buyer can buy from at most one seller, and a seller can supply up to four 

buyers. The experimental markets run for 30 periods and information and competition varies 

along two dimensions:. Under private information, buyers learn only the quality delivered by 

the seller they bought from; under full information buyers learn the qualities delivered by all 

sellers. With competition, buyers can decide from which seller they want to buy; without 

competition, buyers are randomly assigned to a seller and then decide to buy or not. The 

experimental results display a strong effect of competition. Efficiency goes up from 36% 

without competition to about 80% with competition. The fact that buyers can choose whom to 

buy from, disciplines the sellers and increases the willingness of buyers to buy. Still, the fact 

that sellers can form a reputation is important even if there is no competition. In a control 

treatment in which repeat purchases are excluded efficiency is as low as 8%. Whether 

reputational information is private or full does not matter so much. Buyers seem to focus mainly 

in their own experiences and not so much on those of other buyers. In a follow-up paper, Huck 

et al (2016) introduce price competition in the market for experience goods. This turns out to 

lead to a strong negative impact on efficiency. The reason is that buyers no longer focus 

exclusively on sellers' reputations but are also attracted by low prices. These, however, are 

typically offered by less reputable sellers. 

Markets for credence goods (such as car repairs or medical treatments) are even more 

intricate than those for experience goods. The quality of credence goods cannot be assessed by 

buyers even after purchase. A buyer may then face three types of problems: overtreatment 
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(unnecessary repairs are made), undertreatment (necessary repairs were not made), and 

overcharging (unmade repairs are charged for). In an unusually rich experiment, Dulleck et al 

(2011) implement a setting in which sellers first set prices for low quality and for high quality, 

buyers decide the buy from a seller or not, nature reveals to the seller whether the buyer needs 

low or high quality, the seller decides whether to supply low quality or high quality and the 

whether to charge the low or the high price. In a 2x2x2x2 design, Dulleck et al (2011) examine 

the force of four potential remedies: competition (buyers can choose between sellers), reputation 

formation (buyers can identity sellers), liability (sellers cannot undertreat), and verifiability 

(sellers cannot overcharge). The equilibrium predicts that verifiability and liability are equally 

effective remedies against the moral hazard problem, but that reputation and competition are 

not. The experimental results indicate that market efficiency is very low (18%) when none of 

potential remedies is operative; market failure is a real threat to credence goods. The 

introduction of competition does not improve efficiency at all (13%), while the possibility to 

form a reputation does somewhat better (27%). Reputation formation seems less effective for 

credence goods than for experience goods, possibly because buyers cannot even observe quality 

ex post. Another main result is that liability is an effective remedy against market failure 

(efficiency 84%) while verifiability is not at all (efficiency 16%). One reason is that the 

effectiveness of verifiability depends on sellers charging the right prices, whereas the effect of 

liability on undertreatment is direct. Liability does, however, also lead to much higher prices 

(which may be illustrative for health care markets and medicines).  

All of the experimental papers discussed here document a lower degree of opportunistic 

behavior than could be expected if players were unboundedly selfish. In line with the evidence 

from hundreds of experimental studies in related fields it appears that social preferences and 

belief-based motivations may exercise a check on moral hazard. Targeted evidence is provided 

in Beck et al (2013) who show that the possibility of sellers to make non-binding promises may 

curtail opportunistic behavior. In line with a model of guilt aversion (Battigali and Dufwenberg, 

2007) many sellers do not wish to betray the trust that buyers place on them after being 
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promised fair treatment. On a different note, Kerschbamer et al. (2015) delve deeper into the 

finding that verifiability is a relatively ineffective remedy and find that this may be due to the 

presence of social preferences. As social preferences differ across sellers (being positive for 

some and negative for others) this renders it hard for prices to make sellers indifferent between 

providing low and high quality, which is necessary for verifiability to ensure efficient quality 

provision. So, here we have a case in which social preferences may interact in intricate ways 

with the effectiveness of institutions. 

In sum, the experimental evidence indicates that asymmetric information and moral 

hazard constitute 'real' market failures. Strong institutional interventions such as an antifraud 

rule that prohibits false quality claims or a liability rule that bans underprovision are effective 

remedies. The question though is how realistic such interventions are. More subtle mechanisms 

such a costly signaling and reputation can also generate trust and trustworthiness, but only, it 

seems, if their informational value can be assessed easily and does not need to compete with 

other attributes (like prices). 

 

5. Strategic behavior 

5.1.  Entry deterrence 

Cooper et al (1997a, 1997b) put a version of the limit pricing model by Milgrom and 

Roberts (1982) to an experimental test.16 A monopolist faces a potential entrant and can try to 

set a low price in order to deter entry. The monopolist can be of two types, low cost or high 

cost. For the entrant it is profitable to enter if and only if monopolist has high costs. Different 

games with different sets of equilibria are implemented. The experimental results show that 

limit pricing takes time to develop. In the early rounds, monopolists ignore the threat of entry. 

This induces high entry rates for the high cost monopolist, who then attempts to pool with the 

low cost monopolist. When pooling is not an equilibrium, because the prior beliefs induce entry, 

                                                           
16 For experimental tests of the related reputation model of Kreps and Wilson (1982) see Jung et al. 
(1994). 
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this forces the low cost monopolist to choose a lower price in order to separate from the high 

cost monopolist. The experimental results show that play develops over time and is history 

dependent. An adaptive learning model captures behavior well.  

Mueller et al (2009) implement the entry deterrence model by Bagwell and Ramey 

(1991) in which there are two incumbents who can distort prices in order to signal to a potential 

entrant that cost conditions are unfavorable. There are multiple equilibria, both pooling and 

separating. The experimental results reveal strong support for the 'full information equilibrium'. 

Incumbents choose prices as if there were no asymmetry of information, and are able to deter 

entry when costs are high without having to distort prices.  

Investment in capacity is another means by which incumbents can try to deter entry. A 

simple Dixit-style model was first investigated experimentally by Mason and Nowell (1998). In 

the unique subgame perfect equilibrium an incumbent chooses an output level that is just large 

enough to make entry by a potential entrant unprofitable. The results indicate that many subjects 

play the subgame perfect equilibrium and the rate at which they do increases with learning. Still, 

a fraction of the incumbents chooses not to deter entry and a portion of the entrants keeps 

entering even when this entails negative profits. One explanation for the latter effect is that 

entrants try to build a reputation for toughness. 

Brandts et al. (2007) investigate a model based on Bagwell and Ramey (1996) in which 

not only the incumbent can invest in capacity (in the first stage) but also the potential entrant 

can precommit (in the second stage). This renders two subgame perfect equilibria, where either 

the incumbent or the entrant becomes the monopolist (in the third stage). A forward induction 

argument - an entrant who precommits can do so profitably only if she believes to be the 

monopolist  - would favor the equilibrium in which the entrant precommits and the incumbent 

does not. The experimental results do not show much support for this equilibrium. 

Precommitment by either player is limited, and the incumbent becomes the monopolist three 
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times more likely than the entrant. This points toward a strategic first-mover advantage that is 

not tied to the force of forward induction. 

 

5.2. Research and development 

One of the first papers to study R&D in the lab is Isaac and Reynolds (1988). They 

implement a stochastic invention model in which firm simultaneously decide how much to 

spend in R&D and the probability of an innovative success increases (concavely) in the R&D 

spending. Using a 2x2 design, the experiment reveals support for two comparative statics 

predictions. First, individual investment levels decrease with the number of firms, while total 

investments increase. Second, full appropriability of innovation (i.e., the absence of spillovers) 

increases investment levels relative to partial appropriability. Moreover, with full 

appropriability investment levels exceed the socially optimal level, although not as much as 

equilibrium predicts.  

Several other studies have studied the effect of spillovers on R&D investment and 

innovation. Suetens (2005, 2006) implements a simplified version of the (non-stochastic) model 

of d'Aspremont and Jacquemin (1988) in which firms first decide on cost-reducing R&D 

investments and then compete on a product market. She finds strong support for the prediction 

that investment levels decrease with spillovers. Without spillovers investments are typically 

lower than the cooperative joint-profit maximizing, and investments are typically above the 

cooperative level without spillovers and below the cooperative level with spillovers (see also 

Halbheer et al., 2009). Moreover, the effect of communication varies with spillovers. When 

there are no spillovers, cheap talk hardly has an effect on outcomes, but with spillovers cheap 

talk increases investments levels close to cooperative levels. 

Another recurring topic is the effect of market structure on innovation. Darai et al 

(2010) implement a 2x2 design in which they vary the number of firms from two to four and 

also compare quantity and price competition. The experimental results show that moving from 2 
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to 4 firms reduces cost-reducing R&D investments, as predicted by equilibrium. Moving from 

quantity to price competition increases investments, which is in line with equilibrium for 

duopolies but contrary to equilibrium for the four-firm case. Sacco and Schmutzler (2011) 

examine the effect of competition by varying the degree of product differentiation. They report 

substantial support for the predicted U-shaped relationship. When firms compete in quantities 

investments in cost reduction are lowest at intermediate levels of product differentiation, and 

higher when products are either homogeneous or non-substitutable.  

A final theme in several experiments is the effect of asymmetry in innovation. A 

dynamic stochastic patent race, based on Harris and Vickers (1987), was implemented by Zizzo 

(2002). The experiment provides little support for the model's prediction that leaders should 

invest more than followers. Limited support for the theoretical predictions in a dynamic patent 

race model is also reported in Breitmoser et al. (2010). More support for the prediction that 

asymmetries tend to be reinforced by innovation incentives is reported in Halbheer et al. (2009). 

They implement a deterministic model of cost reducing innovation. Since low cost firms have 

larger market shares they also have a higher incentive to reduce marginal cost even further. 

Such a self-reinforcing effect of market dominance is strongly supported by the experimental 

results. A recent study by Aghion et al. (2014), implements the step-by-step model by Aghion et 

al (2001) in the lab, and finds support for the prediction that the effect of competition on 

innovation depends on the degree of asymmetry between firms.  

Overall, it seems that the experimental evidence provides rather broad support for 

deterministic models that relate innovation incentives to appropriability and market structure. 

Somewhat weaker support is found for patent race models that have a strong stochastic 

component. 
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6. Conclusion 

We have surveyed a broad and diverse set of experiments in industrial organization. We 

cannot claim that we have been complete (areas not covered include consumer search, antritrust, 

entry games, strategic delegation); we only hope that we have been able to illustrate that 

experimentation in IO is an active and rich research area with many important and interesting 

results. We will not attempt to summarize these results here, but just offer some final remarks.  

 We believe it is fair to say that equilibrium is a powerful tool in predicting comparative 

statics. When equilibrium indicates that an increase in X will increase the occurrence of Y, such 

predictions are often borne out by the experimental data. One can think of how numbers affect 

prices, how spillovers affects innovation, or how liability affects moral hazard. The size of the 

effects is a different matter. These are usually predicted much less accurately. This is partly due 

to the fact that best responses depend only on the sign of payoff differences. As soon as one 

action is just a bit better than other actions, it is predicted to be chosen with certainty. 

Behavioral responses, however, typically also depend on the size of payoff differences; the 

larger the payoff difference between a strategy and other strategies, the more likely it will be 

chosen, as in the quantal-response equilibrium of McKelvey and Palfrey (1995).  

 This connects to the more general issue whether behavior in industrial organization 

experiments can be fruitfully studied using some of the other behavioral theory models that to a 

large extent were the outgrow of experimental work like models involving cognitive hierarchies 

or relative payoff considerations and efficiency concerns. 

 Another reason why behavior may differ from standard predictions is that players 

sometimes do better than equilibrium would suggest. This is the case for example when players 

manage to collude in finitely repeated games, or when they succeed in circumventing moral 

hazard problems. When equilibrium is inefficient and it is obvious that there are other outcomes 

which are better for everyone, then players are sometimes able to attain those outcomes. This 

holds in particular for repeated two-player interactions, or when players can communicate to 
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each other. Even when standard theory suggests that talk is cheap, communication can have 

powerful effects. This is one more area where promising new theories are beginning to develop 

and where this development is greatly facilitated by a close interaction between modeling and 

experimenting (e.g., Charness and Dufwenberg, 2006). 

 Any study, whether theoretical or empirical, raises questions of generalizability. In the 

area of experimental industrial organization one may wonder whether conclusions about the 

predictive value of a model are similar if one conducts experiments with professionals from the 

field rather than with students.  Frechette (2015) presents a systematic exploration and 

concludes that overall studies with student and with professionals lead to similar conclusions 

with respect to how the behavior of subjects conforms to the comparative static predictions of a 

theory. Another issue is that decisions in firms are often taken by groups of individuals and that 

decision-makers act as agents on behalf of a principal. Some studies find that the behavior of 

teams and agents is closer to standard equilibrium predictions, while others do not find 

behavioral differences between teams and individuals. Engel (2010) provides a compehensive 

treatment of these issues, and concludes that "in many respects, collective and corporate actors 

suffer from the same biases as individuals." We would like to reiterate though that laboratory 

experiments can be replicated. The robustness of the results can be tested and generalizabilty 

can be explored using a different subject pool or implementing changes in design and 

procedure. If results survive such scrutiny one can become progressively more confident in their 

validity. If results do not generalize, one can trace the factors that are responsible for this and 

adapt models if necessary.  

 Finally, let us point out two areas in industrial organization where we hope that 

experimental economics will make significant contributions in the near future. One emerging 

field is behavioral industrial organization. This mostly theoretical literature studies whether and 

how firms can take advantage of the behavioral biases of consumers (see Spiegler, 2011; Grubb, 

2015). It has been inspired, at least partially, by experimental work documenting phenomena 

like loss aversion, over-confidence and suboptimal search. It is an interesting twist that these 
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theoretical models can be brought back into the lab. The challenge for experimenters is to bring 

these models into the lab, to create an environment in which the relevant behavioral biases of 

consumers arise and analyze how observed behavior relates to the equilibrium of the behavioral 

model.17 

Another promising area is the use of experiments to design institutions, which can be 

considered for adoption by policy-makers. An interesting example of such work is Goeree et al. 

(2010), which studies different institutional arrangements for pollution permits. Apesteguia et 

al. (2007) and Bigoni et al. (2012) conduct experiments to inform the design of leniency 

schemes and anti-trust fines to combat collusion. More research along these lines would 

certainly be of great interest.  

 

  

                                                           
17 Some recent contributions in this line by Kalayci and Potters (2011), Kalayci (2015a,b), Normann and 
Wenzel (2015) and Gu and Wenzel (2015) have been discussed above. 
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